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Abst ract - - ln  this paper, we consider a numerical technique which enables us to verify the exis- 
tence of solutions for the elasto-plastic torsion problems governed by the variational inequality. Based 
upon the finite element approximations and the explicit a priori error estimates for a simple problem, 
we present an effective verification procedure that through numerical computation generates a set 
which includes the exact solution. This paper is an extension of the previous paper [1] in which 
we mainly dealt with the obstacle problems, but some special techniques are utilized to verify the 
solutions for nondifferentiable nonlinear equations concerned with the present problem. A numerical 
example is illustrated. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Numerical verification, Variational inequality, Nondifferentiable nonlinear problem, 
Fixed-point theorem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The variational inequalities appear, as an effective tool, in studying the constrained problems 
arising in mechanics, optimization, and control, operations research, engineering sciences, etc. 
The authors have studied for years the numerical verification of the solutions of partial differ- 
ential equations ([2-5], etc.) as well as variational inequalities [1,6,7] using the finite element 
method and the constructive error estimates. Here, numerical verification means the automatic 
proof of the existence of solutions to the problems by some numerical techniques on a computer. 
The basic approach of this method consists of the fixed-point formulation of the problems and 
construction of the function set, in a computer, satisfying the validation condition of a certain 
infinite-dimensional fixed-point theorem. In order to get such a set, we divide the verification 
procedure into two phases; one is the computation f a projection (= rounding) into closed convex 
subset of some finite-dimensional subspace; the other is the estimation of the error (= rounding 
error) for the projection. Combining them with some iterative technique, the exact solution can 
be enclosed by sum of rounding parts, which is a subset of finite-dimensional space, and the 
rounding error, which is indicated by a nonnegative r al number. This procedure can be done 
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by computer, though the original problem is essentially infinite dimensional. The explicit error 
estimates for finite element approximation for some simple problems plays an important role in 
that procedure. In [1,6], we applied the method to verify the solutions for the variational inequal- 
ity related to the obstacle problems, and also presented a method in [7] by using Newton-type 
method for the same problem. 
In this paper, we extend the approach to the numerical proof of existence of solutions for 
elasto-plastic torsion problems as well as give a numerical example for the one-dimensionai case. 
In Section 2, we describe the elasto-plastic torsion problems considered and the fixed-point 
formulation to prove the existence of the solutions. In Section 3, we introduce the concepts of 
rounding and rounding error, which is almost the same description as in [1], but, in order to 
keep the paper self-contained, we will mention it again. In Section 4, the detailed arguments 
to construct he set satisfying the verification condition are presented. Particularly, the special 
techniques are used to obtain a verified computation of the solution for some finite-dimensional 
nonlinear problem including highly nondifferentiable terms. In order to compute the rounding 
error, it is necessary to determine some constants that appear in the a priori error estimates. In 
Section 5, we describe a method to estimate numerically such constants. A numerical example 
is illustrated in the last section. 
The authors believe that the technique described here is an effective tool, as well as quite 
different from any existing numerically approximate approaches, in studying the solutions for the 
elasto-plastic torsion problem. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let f~ be a bounded convex domain in R 2, with piecewise smooth boundary af~, and let 
a(u, v) = fn Vu. Vv dz, 
where 
Ou Ov Ou Ov 
Vu .  Vv -  - - - -  + - -  
OXl OXl IOX20qX2 " 
We now suppose the following assumptions on nonlinear function f(.). 
ASSUMPTION A1. f is the continuous map from H~(f~) to L2(f~). 
ASSUMPTION A2. For each bounded subset W C H~(f~), f (W)  is also bounded in L~(f~). 
Here, H~ (f~) stands for the usual Sobolev space on f~ with homogeneous boundary condition. 
Next, we define K = {v E H~(f~); [VvI _< 1, a.e. on f~}. Now, let us consider the following 
nonlinear elasto-plastic torsion problems. 
Find u E K, suchthata(u ,v -u )>_( f (u ) ,v -u ) ,  VvEK,  (2.1) 
where (-, .) denotes the L2-inner product on f~. 
We adopt (V¢, V¢) as the inner product on H01 (f~), whence, the associated norm is defined by 
[l¢l[H~(n) = [IV¢[IL2(n). As is well known (e.g., [8,9]), two subdomains ~p and f~e defined by 
n,  = {z; z • a,  Iw l  = 1} 
and 
f~e = f~ \ f~p = {x; x E f~, IVul < 1} 
are called the plastic and elastic regions, respectively. 
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The elastic region fte and the plastic region ftv are not known beforehand and should be 
determined, therefore, 0f~e N 0ftp is actually the free boundary of problem (2.1). Problem (2.1) 
has been formulated as the problem of finding u satisfying 
-Au  = f(u), in fte, 
IVu I = 1, in ~2p, 
u = 0, on Oft. 
(2.2) 
We need the following definition and well-known result. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A mapping PK(') : Hl(f~) ~ K is called the projection of Hi(12) onto K, if it 
assigns each element u E H~ (l)) to the nearest point in K in the sense of H~ norm. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any given u E H~(ft), v E K satisfies a(v,~ - v) > a(u,~ - v), V ~ E K, if and 
only i fv = PK(U). 
As in [1], to verify the existence of a solution of (2.1) in a computer, we use the fixed-point 
formulation of a compact operator as below. 
Now let/:(H01(a), H~(f~)) be the set of bounded linear operators from H~(ft) to H~(ft). First, 
since a(., .) is a continuous bilinear form on H01 (ft) x H~(ft), by the above assumptions on f,  for 
each u E H01(f~), from the Riesz representation theorem, there exists a unique element F(u) E 
H(~(f~) such that 
a(F(u) ,v)  = (f(u) ,v) ,  Vv e H (ft). (2.3) 
Then the map F : H~(ft) --~ H~(ft) is a compact operator by Assumptions 1 and 2. By 
using (2.3), problem (2.1) is equivalent to that of finding u E H01 (f~) such that 
a(u -  F (u ) ,v -  u) > O, Vv E K, u E K. (2.4) 
Thus, we have the following fixed-point problem for the compact operator PKF. 
Find Su E H01(ft), such that u = PKF(u). (2.5) 
3. ROUNDING AND VERIF ICAT ION CONDIT ION 
In this section, as in [1,2], etc., we define the concepts, rounding and rounding error, which 
enable us to treat the infinite-dimensional problem by finite procedures. We shall calculate the 
approximate solution of (2.1) by means of the finite element method. Now, let Vh be a finite- 
dimensional subspace of H01(ft) dependent on h (0 < h < 1). Usually, Vh is taken to be a finite 
element subspace with mesh size h. We then define Kh, an approximate subset of K, by 
Kh = Vh n K = {vh I e Vh, IVvhl <_ 1, a.e. on a} ;  
Kh is a closed and convex subset of Vh. 
We now define the projection P~:l, from H~ (f~) onto Kh. That is, Vh = PK,~ (w), which is called 
a projection of w into Kh, is defined as the solution of the following problem: 
VhEKh:a(Vh ,~- -Vh)>a(w,~- -Vh) ,  V~EKh.  
For any u E H~(fl), we define the rounding. R(PKF(U)) e Kh as the solution of the following 
problem: 
a(R(PNF(u) )  ,Vh -- R(PKF(u)))  > (f(u),vh -- R(PNF(u) ) ) ,  VVh E Kh. 
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Next, for a set U C H01(f~), we define the rounding R(PKFU)  c Kh as 
R (PKFU) = {Uh • Kh; Uh = R (PKF(u)) ,  u E U}. 
Also, we define the rounding error RE(PKFU)  c HI (~)  as 
RE  (PKFU) = t'~v • Hl(f~); [[V[[H~(f~)  CohIIf(U)I]L2 } , 
where 
(3.1) 
IIf(U)llL2 =I sup Hf(u)ItL2. 
uEU 
Here, the positive constant Co appearing in (3.1), independent of v and h, is numerically decided 
in Section 5 by using the approximation property of Kh. From the definition, we have 
PKF(u) - R (PKF(u)) • RE  (PKF(u)) ,  Y u • U. 
With the above, we obtain the following verification condition as a result of Schauder's fixed- 
point theorem. 
LEMMA 3.1. I f  there exists a nonempty, bounded, convex, and closed subset U C K such that 
n (PKFU) + RE  (PKFU) c U, (3.2) 
then there exists a solution of u = PKF(u) in U. 
4. VERIFICATION PROCEDURES BY COMPUTERS 
In order to construct he set U satisfying the verification condition (3.2) in a computer, we use 
an iterative technique with inflation similar to that in [1] (cf. [4], etc.). We propose a computer 
algorithm to obtain the set U which satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.1. Below, we shall follow 
the arguments by Glowinski [10, Chapter II]. 
For g • L2(~), consider the following variational inequality. 
Find u e K, such that a(u,v - u) >_ (g,v - u), Vv • K. (4.1) 
Following [10], we define the Lagrangian functional/2 associated with (4.1) by 
Z:(v, •) = ~ IVvl 2 dx - (g, v) + ~ # - 
It follows, from [10], that if £ has a saddle point {u,A} • H~(f~) x L~°(~), then u is a solution 
of (4.1), where L~(f~) = {q • L°°(~); q > 0, a.e. in f~}. In order to solve (4.1), we can use the 
following Uzawa Algorithm. 
For an arbitrarily given 
A ° • n~°(f~), (4.2) 
inductively, if A n known, then we obtain u n and A n+l by 
L(u",A") < L(v, An), Vv • Hg(n), • g0 (a), 
A n+l =max[A  n +p( IVun l  2 -  1),  0], with p>0.  
We now define the approximate problem corresponding to (4.1) as the following. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Find Uh • Kh, such that a (Uh, Vh -- Uh) >_ (g, Vh -- Uh), VVh E Kh. (4.5) 
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Let Th be a usual triangulation of ~. Define Lh and Ah (approximation of L~(~)  and L~(~) ,  
respectively) by 
Lh : { lt E L°°(~)' It= E ttTXT' 'uT 6 
and 
Ah = {# E Lh, # > O, a.e. in [t}, 
respectively. Here, XT means the characteristic function of T. 
Next, in order to calculate the rounding R(P~:F(U)), we consider the following problem. 
Find {Uh, Ah}E KhX Ah, such that Ah = max [I h +p OVUhl 2 -  1),  0] , with p > 0. 
/ (l + Ah) VUh " VVh dX = (g, Vh) , V Vh ~ Vh, Uh e V h . 
(4.6) 
Problem (4.6) can be formulated as a system of nonlinear and nonsmooth (nondifferentiable) 
equations. To overcome the nonsmooth difficulty, variant quasi-Newton methods have been 
studied in [11-14]. In particular, verification methods for nonsmooth equations by a generalized 
Krawczyk operator are studied in [11]. 
We briefly describe the method presented by Chen [11] below. We consider the following 
equivalent system of nonlinear (and nondifferentiable) quation to (4.6): 
H(x) = O. (4.7) 
Here, we assume that H : R n ---* R n is locally Lipschitz continuous. The equivalence means that 
x* solves (4.6) if and only if x* solves (4.7). The method is based on the mean value theorem for 
local Lipschitz functions of the form 
H(x) - H(y) e coOH([x])(x - y), for all x,y e [x], 
where "co" denotes the convex hull, OH denotes the generalized Jacobian in Clarke's sense [15], 
and 
coOH([x]) = co {V e OH(x); x e [x]}. 
Let [L[xj be an interval matrix such that coOH([x]) c_ [L[xJ. Then, for any z,y e Ix] C R n, it 
holds that H(x) - g(y) 6 [L[z]](x - y). 
An interval operator for nonsmooth equations is defined by 
G(x,A, [x]) = x - A-1H(x) + (I - A -1 [L[x]]) ([x] - x). (4s) 
The mapping G(x, A, [x]) is called a generalized Krawczyk operator. 
We have the following theorem by [11]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that H is Lipschitz continuous in an open domain D. If G(x, A, Ix]) C_ 
Ix] C D, then there exists some ~ e G(x, A, Ix]) with H(~) = O. 
Now, by utilizing the generalized Krawczyk operator for nonsmooth equations (4.6), we can 
compute the solution of (4.6) with guaranteed accuracy. That is, we can enclose the rounding 
R(PKF(U)). 
Let R + denote the set of all nonnegative real numbers. For ~ E R +, we set 
[~] - {¢ E V; II¢]lv <-- ~}. (4.9) 
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Let Aj (1 _< j _< M) be intervals on R 1 and let )-~M 1 AjCj be a linear combination of {¢j}, 
i.e., an element of the power set 2 Vh in the following sense: 
AjCj = ajCj; aj E A j, 1 <_ j <_ M . 
j~-I 
Denote all the sets of linear combinations of {¢j } with interval coefficients by 
/)I - Aj(~j ] A3; interval in R, 1 < j _< M . 
Now, for a given set U = ~M 1 AyCj + [a] and g = f(U) in (4.6), we consider the following 
nonlinear system. 
Find {Uh,)~h}E g h ×Ah, such that Ah---- max [Ah q-p(I•Uh[ 2-  1),  0], with p > 0. 
(4.10) ~ ( lq -Ah)  VUh 'VVhdx-~( f (U) ,vh) ,  VVhEVh,  UhEVh.  
As in [1], the above equation (4.10) is in fact a nonlinear system of equations whose right-hand 
side consists of intervals (cf. [2,5], etc.). Therefore, the solutions to (4.10) have to be enclosed as a 
pair of functions. In order to find a solution {Uh, Ah} of (4.10), we effectively apply Theorem 4.1. 
We now give a detailed computer algorithm to obtain the set U satisfying Lemma 3.1. We use 
the iteration method below. 
We generate an iterative set of sequence {U(i)}i=0,1 .... which consists of subsets of HI(~),  
(cf. [1]). 
For i = 0, we choose appropriate initial values U(h °) E Kh and ao E R +, and define U (°) C H~(fl) 
by 
u (°) : u(2 ) + I s0]  
Usually, u(h °) is determined as 
a(u(°),Vh--U (°)) >_ (f(u(O)),Vh--U(hO)), YvhEKh,  U (°) EKn. (4.11) 
This corresponds to the Galerkin approximation for (2.1). The standard selection for s0 will 
be s0 -- 0. When U(h i) = EM=I A(i)'~j wj and ai E R + with U (i) = U(h i) + [ai] are decided, we define 
u(i+l) h C Kh and a~+l E R + according to 
)~h----sup [~h ~fl( lVuhl 2 -  1), 0], wi thp >0.  
(4.12) 
~( l+Ah)  VUh 'Vvhdx=( f (U(~) ) ,Vh) ,  VVhEVh, UhEVh, 
a,+, = Coh f (U (')) L:' (4.13) 
where the positive constant Co is the same constant in (3.1) and will be given in Section 5. 
Here, u (i+1) is determined as the solution set of (4.12) as described above, i.e., setting U = U (i) 
in (4.10). 
By using (4.12) and (4.13), we define the map T : 1)I × R + --*/)I x R + by 
(u(i) / '  (i-1) ~ i - , )  for i > 1, (4.14) ) h 'O~i] ~ T kith , , _ 
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and we can denote the above procedure as 
U(i+I) = R(PKFU(~) )  + RE(PgFU (~)) i=0 ,1 , .  
Now we consider the stopping criterion of the above iterative method and how to construct 
the desired set U of Lemma 3.1. This criterion is similar to those appearing in [1]. For 
M 
--j ~j, whereAj  = [--3 ' A~ , 
j= l  
we define 
We take two parameters e > 0 and 5 > 0 with e < 5. If, for an iteration number N, we have 
then we stop the iteration. Next, set 
M 
and aN=aN+ , (4.15) 
j= l  
where 
~N)  = [ Aj (Iv) _ ,, Aj (N) + , ] ,  1 <__ j <_ M. 
Procedure (4.15) is called 6-inflation of U (y). Then, we compute (Uh, a) by 
= r (4 . i0 )  
From the arguments described up to now, we have the following verification condition on a 
computer. 
THEOREM 4.2. For (Uh, a) defined by (4.16), if 
Uh C ft (N) and a < 5N, 
then there exists a solution of u for (2.5) in Uh + [a]. Here, Uh C fZ(h N) implies that each coefficient 
interval in Uh is included in the corresponding interval in ~(h N) . 
5. BOUND OF Co 
In this and the next section, we only deal with the one-dimensional case. We give a bound of 
the constant Co of (4.13), and is the same as in (3.1). 
Let gl = (0, 1) and let g e L2(~). Then, the basic model problem (4.1) is written as follows. 
Find u • K, such that a(u, v - u) - (u', v' - u') > (g, v - u), V v • K. (5.1) 
Let M be an integer > 0 and let h = 1/M.  We consider x~ = ih for i -- 0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  ,M,  (that is, 
uniform partition of gl) and ei = (x~-l, xi), i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  M. 
Then approximation subspaces V and K by 
Yh = {Vh • C°(f~); Vh(O) ---- Vh(1) ---- 0, Vhie, • P l ,  i -- 1 ,2 ,3 , . . .  ,M} ,  
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with, as usual, P1 representing the space of polynomials of degree _< 1 and 
Kh -- {vh E Vh; IG I -< 1}, 
respectively. The approximate problem is then defined by the following. 
Find u h E gh,  such that a (Uh, Vh -- Uh) >_ (g, Vh -- Uh) ,  V Vh E Kh. (5.2) 
Regarding the approximation error IlUh - u I[ I-Zg (a), we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let u and Uh be solutions of(5.1) and (5.2), respectively. I f  g E L2(f~), then we 
have 
]luh -ullH~(a) <- -~hllgllL~(n). 
Hence, we may take Co = v~/zr in (4.13). 
PROOF. Below, we basically follow the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [10] from the constructive point 
of view. Since Uh E Kh E K, it follows from (5.1) that 
a(u, uh - u) > (g, Uh - u). (5.3) 
We deduce, by (5.2) and (5.3), that for VVh E Kh, 
a (~h - ~,  uh  - u )  < a (vh  - ~ ,  ~h - ~)  + a (~,  vh  - ~)  - O ,  ~h - ~). 
Hence, 
1 ~ 1 2 
Iluh < [[Vh -- UllHo~(a) + a (u, Vh -- u) -- (g, Vh -- U). (5.4) 
Since g E L2(f~) implies that u E H2(f~) N K, we have 
a (~,vh  - u) = ( -~" ,  vh - ~) < I lu"l lL~(a)I lvh - ull~,,(a) • (5.5) 
We also have 
Ilu"llL~(a) < IlgllL~(a), (5.6) 
which is combined with (5.4) and (5.5) to obtain for VVh E Kh, 
1 2 1 2 
- UlIH~(m - ~ - ullH~(a) IIVh - ull (5.~) Iluh < Ilvh + 211gllL'(m L,(a)" 
For any v E K,  we define the linear interpolation Ihv by 
IhV E Vh, such that (]hV) (xi) = v (xi),  i = O, 1 . . . .  , M. (5.8) 
Then, by the fact that 
we obtain 
(IhV) 1 f~ '  d e, v (xi) - v (Xi-l) = -h Jx dx, 
dx h ~-1 
d (Ihv)~, G <1. 
Here, we used [vii _< 1, a.e. in f~. Thus, we have Ihv E Kh. 
Therefore, by (5.6) and the standard results of approximation theory (cf. [1]), we have 
IlIhU - UllHo~(m --- ~h llu"llL~(m <- -~hllglfL~(n) 
and 
1 2 
I l I hu -u l l L~(a)  ~ ~h [[gllL~(a). 
Replacing V h by Ih u in (5.7), we have by (5.10) and (5.11) 
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6. AN EXAMPLE OF NUMERICAL VERIF ICAT ION 
Below, we use the same domain and approximation subspace as in the previous section, and 
consider the case of f (u)  = u + A, where A is a real constant. We choose the basis {¢~}i=lM of Vh 
as usual hat functions, i.e., ¢i(xj) = 5~j, where 6ij means Kronecker's delta. 
The execution conditions are as follows: 
A---3. 
Numbers of elements = 101. dimVh = 100. 
Initial value: U(h °) = Galerkin approximation (4.9), c~0 = 0, 
the outline of U(h °) is shown in Figure 1, 
the outline of approximate Ah is shown in Figure 2. 





0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Figure 1. Approximate solution U(h °) . 
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0.6 0.8 1 
Figure 2. Approximate A h .  
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l~om Figure 2, two free boundary points are located around x -- 0.207921 and x = 0.792079. 
Results are as follows: 
iteration numbers: 6. 
Hi-error bound: 0.023083. 
Maximum width of coefficient intervals in {A~ N) } = 0.033000. 
REMARK 5.1. In the above calculations, we used usual double precision floating point arithmetic 
instead of strict interval computations (e.g., ACRITH, PASCAL-SC, C-XSC, etc.). Therefore, 
it means that we neglected the round-off error. The reason is that the main purpose of our 
numerical experiments i  the estimation of the truncation errors which usually, roughly speaking, 
are over 10 -1° times larger than the round-off errors. 
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